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Table 1. Main criteria and qualifying attributes of ubiquitous energy. 
Main criteria Qualifying attributes References 
Accessibility ability to interact, ability to share, (resource/energy supply) availability, compatibility, comprehensiveness, connectedness, (grid) connectivity, cooperation, deployment time, diversity, ease of decentralization, flexibility, locality, logistical feasibility, (technical) maturity, proximity, safety, scalability, (minimum) size, utilization factor, visibility  

[16, 18, 24–29, 31] 

Adequacy ability to monitor, ability to regulate, capacity, continuity, controllability, (energy) cycling, detectability, (energy) dispatchability, energy self-sufficiency, lifespan, manageability, measurability, non-redundancy, observability, predictability, (power) quality, reliability, (energy) resilience, resource feasibility, (energy) security, (network) stability, traceability, (energy) import vulnerability 

[16, 24–25, 30] 

Affordability affordability, competitiveness, completeness, (capital/energy) costs, efficiency, lifespan, service life [16, 24–26, 31] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 2. Framework of technology review. 
Technology categories Technology portfolios Energy generation technologies Efficient and light solar PV/T Small-scale CHP  Harvesting of kinetic energy Small-scale nuclear power plants, fission and fusion Energy storage technologies Rapidly charging and light energy storages Large-scale and seasonal energy storages Affordable hydrogen economy Artificial photosynthesis and synthetic hydrocarbons Energy transmission/distribution technologies Wireless power transmission Off-grid and micro-grid solutions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 3. Best Research-Cell Efficiencies in 2018 by NREL [61]. 
Technology Organization / Institute / Product The state-of-the-art efficiency Multijunction cells (2-terminal, monolithic): Three-junction (concentrator) Three-junction (non-concentrator) Two-junction (concentrator) Two-junction (non-concentrator) Four-junction or more (concentrator) Four-junction or more (non-concentrator) 

 Sharp (IMM, 302x) Sharp (IMM) NREL (38.1x) LG Electronics Fraunhofer ISE / Soitec Boeing Spectrolab (5-J) 

 44.4% 37.9% 35.5% 32.8% 46.0% 38.8% Single-Junction GaAs: Single crystal Concentrator Thin-film crystal 

 LG Electronics LG Electronics LG Electronics 

 27.8% 29.3% 28.8% Crystalline Si Cells: Single crystal (concentrator) Single crystal (non-concentrator) Multicrystalline Silicon heterostructures (HIT) Thin-film crystal 

 Amonix (92x) ISFH Fraunhofer-ISE Kaneka Fraunhofer-ISE 

 27.6% 26.1% 22.3% 26.6% 21.2% Thin-Film Technologies: CIGS (concentrator) CIGS CdTe Amorphous Si:H (stabilized) 

 NREL (14.7x) First Solar ZSW First Solar ZSW AIST 

 23.3% 22.6% 22.1% 14.0% Emerging PV: Dye-sensitized cells Perovskite cells (not stabilized) Organic cells (various types) Organic tandem cells Inorganic cells (CZTSSe) Quantum dot cells (various types) 

 Sharp KRICT Hong Kong UST UCLA-Sumimoto Chem. IBM Hong Kong NREL 

 11.9% 22.7% 11.5% 10.6% 12.6% 13.4%  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 4. Characteristic qualities of small-scale CHP technologies [69–71]. 
Technology Efficiency in CHP applications (LHV) 

Theoretical power output at minimum 

Integrability (including domestic CHP) 
Controllability Maturity 

Internal combustion engine 
Electrical: 25-% Thermal: 60-% Total: 85-% 

Hundreds of watts Various heat recovery options, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Quick response, easy control, adjustable part-load operation 

Commercial technology 

Stirling engine (external combustion engine) 

Electrical: 10-20% Thermal: 75% Total: 65-95% 
Hundreds of watts  Hydronic heating system via buffer storage, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, ON/OFF control 
Emerging technology, early market 

Micro-turbine Electrical: 15-30% Thermal: 60% Total: 60-80% 
Kilowatt(s) Various heat recovery options, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, limited part-load operation (requires adjustable burning) 

Mature technology, market not established 

ORC Electrical: 10% Thermal: 55-70% Total: 65-80% 
Hundreds of watts Hydronic heating system via buffer storage, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, limited part-load operation 

Developing technology, early market 

Rotary steam engine Electrical: 9% Thermal: 77% Total: 86% 
Hundreds of watts Hydronic heating system via buffer storage, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, ON/OFF control 
Developing technology, not common in the market 

Thermoelectric generator Electrical: 9% Thermal: 77% Total: 86% 
Watts Various heat recovery options, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, ON/OFF control 
Developing technology, not common in the market 

Fuel cell technology (SOFC, PEM) 
Electrical: 30-70% Thermal: 40% Total: 60-80% 

Watts Hydronic heating system via buffer storage, bidirectional grid interface or battery energy storage 

Delayed startup/shutdown, limited part-load operation 

Developing technology and market 

 
 



Table 5. Characteristic qualities of electrical energy storage technologies [93–118]. 
Technology Scalability Rate of self-discharge, %/d 

Specific weight, kg/kWh 
Operational temperature Mean Time Between Failures, h 

Life-span, y 
Life-span, cycles Maintenance characteristics Specific power, W/kg 

Energy efficiency, % 
Energy density, Wh/L 

Battery energy storage  (Li-ION) 
Extensive range of applications 

0.1...0.3 5...13 -20...+50 C 80000 10...15 1000...5000 Maintenance-free 800 90 300...350 

Battery energy storage  (Lead-acid) 
Extensive range of applications 

0.1...0.3 25...30 -30...+40 C < 80000 5...15 1500...5000 Maintanance cycle 3-6 months 
250 85 80...90 

Battery energy storage  (Flow battery) 
Extensive range of applications 

0 20...100 +10...+40 C N/A 10...15 2000...10000 Relatively complex structure 
90...110 65...85% 20...50 

Energy storage in capacitors Short-term energy storage 2...3 200...2000 -20...+65 C > 100000 5...10 > 50000 Low maintenance > 2000 > 95% 2...10 
Flywheel energy storage Short-term energy storage 20...100 30...100 up to +60 C > 100000 15 > 20000 Low maintenance 400...1500 85...95% 20...80 
Hydrogen energy storage Extensive range of applications 

0 < 12 0...100 C < 500 10...20 > 1000 - 500...800 35...45% 800-2500 

Compressed air energy storage Extensive range of applications 
0 15...30 > 0 C >30000 20...40 8000...12000 Maintenance cycle > 12 months 

< 24 40...70% 3...6 

Pumped hydroelectric energy storage 
Large-scale solution for both short-term and long-term energy storage 

0 700...2000 0...100 C >30000 40...60 10000...30000 Maintenance cycle > 12 months 
0.01...0.12 70...85% 1...2 

Solar fuel energy storage Medium or large-scale solution for both short-term and long-term energy storage 

0 < 1 > -20 C - - - - - 20...30% 500...10000 

Superconducting magnetic energy storage 
Short-term energy storage 10...15 13...2000 4...140 K > 100000 20...30 > 20000 Low maintenance 0.5...2 > 95% 0.2...5 



Table 6. Characteristic qualities of thermal energy storage technologies [119–122]. 
Technology Rate of  self-discharge, %/d 

Specific weight, kg/kWh Energy density, Wh/L 
Operational temperature, °C PCM thermal energy storage 0 3...50 150-310 0...60 

Building Inertia Thermal Energy Storage 100 -  ~20 
Water heat storage 50 > 10 20-50 0...60 
Thermochemical energy storage 0 2...8 250-1000 200...400 
Thermal oil storage 50 > 20 40-55 12...400 
Molten salt/eutetic mixture 50 > 25 70-80 120...600 
Liquid metals 50 > 40 20-40 100...1500 
Aquifer 0 - 30-40 5...30 
Borehole/cavern/mine 0 - 15-30 5...30 
Pit storage 0 - 10-50 5...60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 7.  Characteristic qualities of various WPT schemes [23, 179–180, 182–185] 
WPT scheme Power transmisison capacity Range Efficiency Magnetic Resonance Coupling kilowatts meters < 60% Inductive Coupling kilowatts centimeters < 90% Capacitive Coupling kilowatts centimeters < 80% Radiowaves hundreds of watts to 100 m < 90% Micro-waves kilowatts kilometers < 85% Photo-electricity milliwatts to 100 m < 10% Ultrasonic hundreds of watts meters < 60% Laser milliwatts kilometers < 60% Resonant Beam Charging hundreds of watts to 100 m -  
 
 



Table 8. Summary of SWOT qualifications of the reviewed technology portfolios from the perspective of ubiquitous energy. 
Technology portfolios Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats Efficient and light solar PV/T Enables scalable integration anywhere. Solar PV/T is an intermittent energy source, i.e. there is no access to energy any time. 

Accessibility to energy can be improved through integrated energy storage. 
Power generation (solar PV) takes place inevitably when exposed to solar irradiation. Small-scale CHP  Modular and scalable technology, allows efficient conversion from versatile heat sources to multiple types of useful energy. 

Limited controllability, power-to-heat ratio and operational temperatures. Sets requirements for the interface between plant and surrounding energy infrastructure. 

Accessibility to energy can be improved through hybridization with other energy conversion technologies and storage systems. 

CHP always requires a demand for multiple types of energy. If this is not the case, the overall efficiency drops dramatically due to waste energy. 
Harvesting of kinetic energy Enables scalable and integrable energy recovery from any type of motion any time. 

Intermittent energy source with limitations in power control. Accessibility to energy can be improved through integrated energy storage and hybridization; miniaturization into nano-scale revolutionizes the integrability. 

Some of the application-specific challenges are not yet well-known (e.g. unpredicted noise or vibrations). 
Small-scale nuclear power plants, fission and fusion 

Long-term, modular energy source for base load; suitable for mass production. Nuclear fusion provides a potentially inexhaustible energy source. 

Waste treatment is yet a challenge. Attractive for district heating solutions; micro-scale reactors can be developed. 
Risk management is challenging and expensive. A potential threat may occur if a local agent does not fully commit to risk management.  Rapidly charging and light energy storages Enables the integration of scalable, high energy and power density energy storages in practically any type of material or structure.  

Integrability is based on materials and structures (e.g. carbon nanotubes) that are still under development. 

Can be integrated in wearable technology or hybridized with long-term energy storages to quicken the charging cycle. Can be built of sustainable materials. 

Application-specific safety issues and possible health impacts are yet somewhat unknown. 

Large-scale and seasonal energy storages Enable storing large amount of energy over seasons. Necessary, when intermittent energy resources are utilized with an aim to ensure the adequacy of energy in all circumstances. 

Large physical size, fixed (inflexible) structure, high requirements for installation site and space, remarkable storage losses. 

Automation, digitalization and circular economy provide opportunities to improve the processes of design and manufacturing for large-scale energy storages. 

Environmental impacts and sustainability issues are yet partly unknown. 

Affordable hydrogen economy Enables scalable and portable energy storage mechanism capable of providing high energy densities and negligible storage losses. 

Energy conversion process is complicated and its round-trip efficiency is low. There is a limited availability of hydrogen delivery infrastructure. 

Hydrogen may replace fossil transportation fuels. It also provides an alternative to electric batteries with significantly shorter re-fueling times. 

Hydrogen economy is sustainable only if the source of hydrogen is sustainable. Safety issues may pose a threat if the regulations are not followed strictly. Artificial photosynthesis and synthetic hydrocarbons 
Besides the strengths of hydrogen economy, solar fuels are easy to handle and store. 

The solar-to-fuel efficiency is low. Provides a carbon-free and safe energy storage mechanism compatible with existing fuel delivery infrastructures. 

The fuel production process is not sustainable by default. 

Wireless power transmission Potentially enables an access to power anywhere. Transmission efficiencies are low and the range is limited. The most promising application in short-term is wireless charging of electric vehicles and devices. 
Causes health impacts and raises safety issues. Some of the impacts are yet unknown. Off-grid and micro-grid A scalable, fully integrated energy Challenging operational and Attractive solution for isolated Requires seamless 



solutions system, which is independent from energy distribution grids. management protocols, requires educated staff, limited resilience in failure situations. 
areas like islands and distant communities. communication through information networks, which exposes the system to cyber threats.  

 


